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A WOOD
The global ﬁlm industry
is tilting towards China, but the
country’s most famous studio
faces a battle to keep its crown.
But on a recent visit, Jamie
Fullerton learns that the Hengdian
dream still shines bright for many
of its residents and drifters
Additional reporting by Paula Jin
Photos by Matjaž Tančič

SHANGHAI Ӥၹ

I

hear the Godfather of the Eagle
before I see him. Or, rather,
his motorbike – a white threewheeler adorned with disco
lights ﬂashing in time to a cheesy
sax ballad, emanating from the
hog’s speakers.
Wearing double denim on the
edge of a sun-scorched ﬁeld in eastern
China’s Zhejiang province, the Godfather
– 60-year-old Ni Xuezeng – dismounts. He
runs his ﬁngers through his white beard
with one hand while giving a ﬁrm handshake with the other. I feel like kneeling
in reverence as I accept his BMX-glovecovered palm.
Ni and his eagle Qiqi are local legends in
Hengdian World Studios – the enormous
ﬁlm studio complex that dominates the city
of Hengdian. If one of the 300 ﬁlm crews
shooting here annually needs an eagle,
then Qiqi – who Ni proudly tells me once
perched on Jackie Chan’s forearm in the
2015 ﬁlm Dragon Blade – is dispatched.
Now, though, it’s dinner time. Ni pulls a
live pigeon from his bike’s boot, opens a
heavy door and chucks the small bird into
Qiqi’s red brick cage. The eagle’s incessant high-frequency squealing stops as
she enjoys her dinner.
The sight of feathers ﬂying should be startling, but at Hengdian you quickly become
acclimatised to the bizarre. Launched in 1996
by farmer turned Hengdian Group founder
Xu Wenrong and, until recently, the largest
ﬁlm studio in China, the studio’s uniqueness lies in it being a rare one-stop shop
for ﬁlmmakers. Crews don’t pay location
fees, with the studio making money from
tourism and providing equipment, actors
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and other services. In other studios, Ni
boasts, you can’t summon an eagle at an
hour’s notice.
Or, indeed, an entire army. Here, you
can recruit from thousands of Hengdian
drifters – people who have come to work
as extras, often seen strolling the streets
tapping on their smartphones while wearing plastic armour and taped-on moustaches. You can also order a horse on a
day’s notice from the on-site stables. Need
to depict Beijing’s Forbidden City? There’s
a life-sized replica, not forgetting a massive turret-dotted fortress, and 11 other
themed shooting areas.
Little surprise, then, that if you’ve ever
watched soldiers mutilating each other in
a Chinese historical drama, chances are it
was ﬁlmed at Hengdian. Studio management claims that up to two thirds of such
dramas ﬁlmed in the country are made here,
although increasing numbers of contemporary online shows are shot here, too.
Whether historical or modern, almost
everything produced at Hengdian is for
domestic audiences. Sure, the global ﬁlm
industry is tilting east, with China’s box ofﬁce
reported to have hit about US$8.6 billion
in 2017 (according to exchange rates at
the time), and China-Hollywood co-productions such as 2018 shark romp The
Meg proving worldwide hits. But Hengdian
shows little sign of nudging its inﬂuence
past China’s borders. The studio’s international successes, such as director Zhang
Yimou’s 2002 martial arts epic Hero, remain
the exception rather than the rule.
For many of the tourists who visited the
studios in 2017, this proudly Chinese style
is part of the appeal. But as the industry moves closer to computer-generated
imagery (CGI) technology and away from
the physical sets that deﬁne Hengdian,
challenges abound as the studio battles
to stay on top of the country’s ﬁlm pile.
Since opening in 1996 to provide ﬁlming
locations for The Opium War, a ﬁlm about
China’s battle against Britain in 1842, the
Hengdian complex has expanded to over
300 hectares. Production peaked in 2016,
when 60 crews ﬁlmed there in one day,
all working under strict guidance from the

State Administration of Radio, Film and
Television (SARFT).
Under the government’s rules, politics
and racy stuff are out of bounds. “Anything violent, sexual or harmful to society will be asked to be corrected,” says
Zhan Bo, a director wearing aviator sunshades between takes. “After that, you get
the ‘dragon logo’ permit to play your ﬁlm.”
Most directors here learn to make productions that need little amendment to
get the coveted logo, steering clear of
taboo subjects and focusing on positive
virtues. “Hengdian is a comprehensive
representation of Chinese spirit,” actor
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“Studio management
claims that up to two
thirds of Chinese historical
dramas are made here”
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Miao Xiansheng says. A 55-year-old former soldier, Miao meets me on a Ming-dynasty-style outdoor set while wearing a wig,
prosthetic moustache and a billowing gown.
We dodge splashes from hoses simulating rain in a stone courtyard, where Miao
is due to be mildly beaten up on camera.
“I’m actually bald – my head was shaved
for a part,” he says, letting me prod his
fake thatch.
Miao came here because he was bored
of retirement. Many younger drifters move
to Hengdian to earn a living in an easier,
more fun way than factory work. Others
dream bigger. “There was a 2015 ﬁlm called
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I Am Somebody about Hengdian extras trying to achieve their dream,” says Shayan
Momin, a New York University anthropology
PhD student who visits the studio to study
migrant work patterns. “That ﬁlm cemented
this idea of Hengdian as a place for people
who don’t know how to act, [a place] to go
and achieve that dream anyway.”
Twenty-six-year-old Zhang Shengwen
falls in this category. He worked as a miner
in Xinjiang and a ﬂyer distributor in Beijing,
then watched I Am Somebody and something clicked. “My family wasn’t always in
favour of my dream to become an actor,”
he says, tilting his head as gets his photo
taken in a nondescript ofﬁce. “The people
in that ﬁlm didn’t experience what a real
Hengdian drifter does. For the ﬁrst few
years my parents couldn’t see me on TV.
I’ve had to wait for opportunities.”
Good-looking but considered too short
to be leading man material by many directors, Zhang’s potential was noticed by drama
teacher Wei Jinsong after a series of bitpart roles. His faith paid off – Zhang has
just landed a big role in a forthcoming TV
drama show. “Most people showing up to
Hengdian aren’t thinking, ‘I want to be the
next Harrison Ford,’” says Momin. “It’s more
like: ‘Performing is fun and I don’t want
to work.’ But Zhang has real aspirations.”
Wei says that in China only Hengdian has
the kind of pull to attract dreamers such
as his protégé: “Only Hengdian is called
the ‘Oriental Hollywood’.”
Zhang and Wei are ﬁercely loyal to the
concept of the Hengdian dream in an industry environment threatening to tarnish it.
Recent crackdowns on tax fraud in the sector have placed a lot of pressure on Chinese ﬁlmmakers and stars, most notably
Fan Bingbing, who was recently forced to
stump up for missing tax payments.
There is more competition in the
country now, from studios such as
the nearby Xiangshan Film and Television City. Wanda Studios’ Qingdao Oriental Movie Metropolis, which ofﬁcially
opened last April, is now the biggest ﬁlm
studio in China but has allegedly failed to
attract as much business as projected.
Studios such as Wanda’s, though, are
equipped with super-modern technology
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designed for CGI-focused productions and
have ambitions to attract foreign crews. On
the other hand, Hengdian is still known for
its enormous physical sets, simultaneously
its main selling point but also viewed by
many as holding onto the past. The studio is
tackling this perception by building around
40 new high-technology zones equipped
with CGI-ready production facilities.
Stirred by this investment, Hengdian veterans don’t seem worried about being left
behind. Zhang Xiaming, a 50-year-old actor
and photography studio owner, has been
working here for 13 years. He points out
that more attention from authorities could
actually help raise studio production standards. With the government recently capping fees for star actors, there is greater
potential for funds to be distributed more
evenly between the productions.
“Things might be temporarily affected,”
he says, chatting in his studio by a wall
plastered with photos of actors dressed
as soldiers and zombies. “But things will

“For the first few
years my parents
couldn’t see me on
TV. I’ve had to wait
for opportunities”
౯ڊ螇磧ڡ皃ଙฎ砮圵
๗牧ᇁ䉀ࣁ굆憙Ӥ᮷犋
괟፡ک౯ጱ擽

recover. Hengdian already has vivid historical sets, and it’ll be amazing when the
new high-tech studios arrive.”
He grins warmly as he recalls playing a
eunuch alongside Chow Yun Fat and Jay
Chou in Zhang Yimou’s 2006 ﬁlm Curse of
the Golden Flower. “The scale of the contribution of this place can’t be replaced. There
is a saying: ‘A dead camel that starves to
death is still bigger than a horse’.”
Hengdian’s management might not appreciate the cadaver comparison, but the sentiment is one of pride and affection. This
place is indeed a special old beast: if not a
dead camel, then perhaps a majestic eagle
– hopefully never a CGI megalodon.
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GET THERE
Trains from Shanghai
Hongqiao station to
the city of Yiwu
depart regularly
through the day and
take between an hour
and a half to ﬁve
hours. From Yiwu,
it’s a 40km drive
to Hengdian
World Studios.
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ฎ玽౮傶ӥӞ㮆ॕ᯾ꗵᐰ牐̀
6KD\DQ0RPLQ抋牐̿犢㮉蝢
ଉࣁݝమ́ᄍ瞁盄ํ蚕ࠡ牧ᘒ
౯݈犋మૡ͂牧֕皰㵛ฎ
Ӟ㮆嘦䋿䢐ํቘమ಼揗ጱᄍ
㹓牐̀
匍ଙ䵇ጱ諎㵇ຂ藨傶牧䌘
ꔣ蝍瓵ᘏ㬵抋牧獊Ӿ㾴ํݝ䱥
ମ䢐ํইྌޕێ牧犢ጱஏ
疰ฎٌӾԏӞ物̿ํݝ䱥ମꖥ
䄪圸괔Ӥฎ́䩚ො艰磷ၚ͂牐̀
匍犡ጱ䮣ኴ絑ह牧䌘䱥ମጱ
굆瓵䯤౮Ӟ圵শ寠牧ٌ埈凗
ᘏ۱ೡᴫ蜱ጱ虡ઊ憙उ牐ᘒ
苭螈ᵞ㿁෪ӥጱᶆ䎦䩚ො᮷
阑ꔣ݄ଙࢥ์樄癷牧匍૪౮傶
Ӿ㾴憒秇磧य़ጱ蕣ᇆ皜牧֕䮣
婧㶴๚ইቘమ牐
犋螂牧苭螈憙叨䮣瑼玟ᒵ
蕣ᇆच瑿牧璂蟴㯪殸靫匍դ麁
ᑀದ牧ᵞӾ咳疻굆脲ᇙ硳牧㪔
ํޕ㾴क़굆Ոے獈牐

䱥ମ狅ꕍ犥य़ࣳ䋿꘨䁰ว傶Ԇ
ᥝ搚讨牧犋靦Ո᮷藨傶ํ讨螂
䦒牐傶ԧ硬虋蝡㮆୵虡牧䱥ମ
究ਧୌꗰ夹㮆ṛᑀದ蕣֢
玟牧׀굆脲ᇙ硳戔碞牐
ᶎ䌘碜괿岉ୌꔢ戔碞牧䱥ମ
ጱᄍꗆኴՈॊ犲Ԓ᮷犋ொᤩ螣
䬤牐匍ଙ䵇ጱ皰ॕ澕ҁᶪ
捌҂ฎӞ֖ᄍ㹓ّ硢ૡ֢ਰ
ꖜ樿牧ࣁྌૡ֢ԧଙ牐犢瞲
ڊ牧괔ک吚ੴဳ憙ٌ䋿ํۗ
܋蕣֢ଘ牧蜱෭硰褖ګԧ
จጱᇆ蠉Ӥ褖牧ํ秚괡犤蕣
֢괿ᰂړ蟴ๅଘ璂牐
̿䮣ኴ괡䧙ݑ段牐̀皰
ॕ澕蛪괷ٌ硢ૡ֢ਰ牧℃Ӥ
揳笕ಝ౮敎Ո琏閏ጱᄍ㹓
ᆙᇆ牐̿֕Ԫఘ婦괡盵괕螂
㬵牐䱥ମ૪妿䢐ํ໋໋ইኞጱ
ݘդ㬙ว牧吚獊ꔢጱṛᑀದᇆ
䁰苽౮牧ਙ䌔괡覍ଉԧ犋
蚏牐̀
皰ॕ澕ࢧ䛂蚏ᛔ૩㷢ꖮ螂皰
ꗆ拡ଙ֢ߝ̽笕उ哴癲焗
ᰂከ̾牧犋ᛔ憽瑿盏ᒞ蚏㬵牐
犢吚䦒觽ᄍӞݷॡ緳牧ᇆӾ螭
ํ癨จ雍侨咳雍磼㮖牐̿蝡
㮆瑿ොጱ揙糽篷ݢ玲դ牧ྋಅ
拣́ꟗꔱጱ洼洨穉泷य़͂牐̀
䱥ମጱᓕቘ괒牧战犋괡ࡅ
稭蝡㮆穉ࡎ牧ٌ֕䋿ਙฎڊꔣ
ᛔ虦稳痀眤牐蝡ᇆ瑿ො猟ฎ
Ӟ毣加ᇙጱݘ劭物舙覍ꔱ洼洨
ጱ扖牧ᮎ犖战ฎӞ櫇舣狰ጱꖜ
炚ʒݝᥝ犋ฎӞꔧ굆脲ݳ౮
ጱ癨煼ฎ牐
Hong Kong Airlines ﬂies
to Shanghai daily. For
more information, visit
hongkongairlines.com
굉膠绚ྯ෭璂戔ํ膠紑ஃ㬵
굉ꖮӤၹ牐礚褂ๅग़懱௳牧
抬倵薩KRQJNRQJDLUOLQHVFRP

hengdianworld.
com/en
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Ӥၹ SHANGHAI

An at-a-glance look at Shanghai’s
top places to wine and dine,
shop and rest your head
Ӥၹ公槹聅蟸֯ꥇꖮ搳ᇔ֘ਾጱᔜ墋瞲ܖ

Jean-Georges
Vongerichten. From
sweet unagi and
glazed salmon to spicy
octopus, everything
here wows.

Stay ֘ਾ
Shanghai Edition
Newly opened last
autumn, the Shanghai
branch of the luxury
boutique Edition chain
has become a hotspot
on Nanjing Road East
in Puxi – a central
buzzing zone of the
city. Enjoy Pudong
skyline views from the
roof terrace.
Ӥၹ臕蝀ꗵ蟸ମ
ॾ苉ᔜߝ蝫森蟸ମߝꙃ
臕蝀ꗵҁ(GLWLRQ҂㴄ꔣ
纩疄苽䜛ӤၹܖՂ䩚
᪠牧ܨ౮傶उӾ磧䦒
瑿玟ၳᥜጱ公槹ӥ陴
瑿牐ٌ殸괒ଘݣ哴Ձ耆
苉ጱၳ䩚ॠꘉ娄牐

199 Nanjing Rd East;
editionhotels.com/
shanghai

Eat 聅ꥊ

7RJHWKHU఼ᛣ
蝡樌ํ獺ጱ㫎窓ဩ
ୗᣟݳ芸訇皣ኧӤၹ訇
觶ኴݷՈ%LQD<XԆቘ牧
甇괟ꖮဩ㾴ݷ䓻
-HDQ*HRUJHV
9RQJHULFKWHQ֢ݳ牐篷
抷ฎኝ謆湂牏ᢸӣ
湂犥ᛗᬘޱᒍ湂牧蝡愊
ಅํ芸ୗ᮷ݞՈೌໜݞ
妃牐546 Yuyuan Rd

Drink 蟸މ
La Social
This trinket-adorned
Colombian-style
cocktail bar is the hot
new spot on the
popular Wuding Road
bar strip, but is far
enough from the buzz
to feel comfortably
secluded. Funky Latin
music keeps the party
vibe going until late.
/D6RFLDO
櫚ੲ蟸މ/D6RFLDO翖笕
ੜ觽ߝ牧၇ფ珠㮖穉㫎
觓໒牧傶㯪ݑ稭蜰ጱྎ
ਧ᪠蟸މᤋ公槹ꔢᆌ

Together
This inventive
Asian-French fusion
restaurant is helmed
by Bina Yu, a
respected name in the
Shanghai food scene
who has also worked
with feted FrenchAmerican chef
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讨牐蝡愊ᛥ螕ଟ欴牧㱑
ᓕইྌ牧段犝ጱӟ䰐
ใՖꕍꕒ蚏籍公窔䌘䶷
穢牧ꕭᛗज़窼牐

2/F, 1101 Wuding Rd
Brew Bear
Located in the hip new
Columbia Circle F&B
hub, this branch of the
popular craft beer tap
house serves over 100
bottled and draught
beers and has a
stunning poolside
spot.
%UHZ%HDU
窼ݑ稭蜰ጱᔜ衅ࠧ蟸މ
%UHZ%HDUꔣ獊ꔢ䦒
訇觶公讨̿&ROXPELD
&LUFOHӤኞ牨ꔢಅ̀樄
戔ԧړମ牧ࣁꗭՈጱ穰
絑हӥ׀䛑螂ጯྃ絵
蕕ࠧ蟸牏ኞࠧ牧犥݊险
ޱ蟸މੜ觬牧ᘒᴫ蜱阑
ํय़ᰁ㾴ꘉ聅觬ꗷ䢔牐

1262 Yan’an Rd West

Culture 麁

Shopping 搳ᇔ

HOW Art Museum
Billed as Shanghai’s
ﬁrst “night museum”
because it’s usually
open until 10pm, this
venue focuses on
contemporary art and
has featured works by
Damien Hirst and Ai
Weiwei.

Feiyue
These sneakers have
gained a cult following
in China and this small
showcase store in the
leafy former French
Concession is a great
place to pick them up
before exploring the
rest of Wulumuqi
Road’s superb
boutiques and vintage
stores.

聅蔩記
蝡愊圸傶ӤၹḒଷ̿ज़
樌聅蔩記̀牧ࢩٌ樄硯
䦒樌蝢ଉꕭᛗภӤ
䦒牐蝡愊Ԇ吚դꗆ
蔩牧疻'ڊDPLHQ+LUVW
臕๚๚ጱ֢ߝ牐聅蔩
記匍ྋꖯᤈ૪硲盓㾴꘍
य疑ّ蕕ꖙ݊ଘᶎꗆ蔩
疑-RVHSK%HX\Vጱ֢ߝ
疻牐疻๗ᛗ์෭牐

Lane 2277,
1 Zuchongzhi Rd;
howartmuseum.org

汜蛚ᶖ
汜蛚ᶖࣁӾ㾴᩼㬵
᩼کݑ蝍ച牧ٌݑ稭蜰
ଶ᪃犥畉聅&RQYHUVH牐
ߝꙃࣁ翑䰽౮莩ጱڹဩ
ᑄኴ樄戔ԧӞ樌ੜࣳ疻
ᐏମ牧ꗷ搳ஞ㰽ᶖ괓
牧ๅݢ媣ꖘࣁ僂굌๙
᪠矐ᔱٌ犢覍獡ጱᔜ
ߝମݘ茙ମ牐206

Wulumuqi Middle Rd

